18 of the boulders, was a test for even the stoutest ankles.
Finally we came to the path that led up the mountain
side, a sort of gully rather than path, which taxed even
the mountain ponies on which we had loaded our things.
As we climbed a weird melody greeted us from above.
Like the Heavy mist sweeping up from the sea, it envel-
oped us in its nostalgic folds and then as suddenly died
away. When we had risen another few hundred feet we
came upon a clearing in the midst of which was a huge
vat filled with a poisonous liquid, an insecticide for the
olive trees, which the young women were stirring as they
sang. It was a song of death which blended singularly with
the mist-laden landscape. Here and there, where the va-
porish douds had rolled apart to reveal a dump of trees
or a bare, jagged fang-like snag of rocks,, the reverbera-
tions of their haunting melody sang out like a choir of
brass in an orchestra. Now and then a great blue area of
sea rose out of the fog, not at the level of the earth but in
some middle realm between heaven and earth, as though
after a typhoon. The houses too, when their solidity burst
through the mirage, seemed to be suspended in space. The
whole atmosphere was ridden with .a shuddering Biblical
splendor punctuated with the tinkling bells of the ponies,
the reverberations of the poison song, the faint boom of
the surf far below and an ^indefinable mountain murmur-
ing which was probably nothing more than the hammering
of the temples in the high and sultry haze of an Ionian
morning. We took spells of resting at the edge of the
precipice, too fascinated by the spectade to continue on
through the pass into the dear, bright work-a-day world
of the little mountain village beyond. In that operatic
realm, where the Tao Teh King and the ancient Vedas
fused dramatically in contrapuntal confusion, the taste
of the light Greek cigarette was even more like straw.
Here the palate itself became metaphysically attuned:

